
V10AI000800
V10CP000007

promotion price:
4,999 Euro

AI 01 + SC 05 universal

Starter bundle:
Al 01 and SC 05 universal

The Al 01 is an efficient and simple stripping machine 
driven by an electric motor. Exact stripping of wires 
with different insulation is possible in cross-sections 
of 0.05 - 6 mm². Settings changes are easily made 
by turning a knob on the front. A special funnel for 
the insertion of thin wires is included.

The SC 05 universal is equipped with a very  
powerful electro-pneumatic motor, controlled by a 
footswitch. The standard integrated quadro crim-
ping tool can be used to process ferrules from 
0.5 - 6 mm² (insulated/uninsulated) and twin 
ferrules with plastic collars from 2 x 0.5 – 2 x 2.5 
mm². Crimping lengths of 5 - 18 mm are possible 
without changing the tools.

Adapting different sleeve cross-sections can easily 
be done by turning a knob on the front of the ma-
chine panel. Further adjustments are not necessary.

UNIC-G 
for Z+F ferrules on reel

The UNIC-G is an electro-pneumatic stripper- 
crimper. The machine allows fast and reliable  
processing of Z+F ferrules, in the range of 0.5 - 2.5 
mm2 (AWG 20 – 14) without changing the tools. 
In addition to high process reliability, you and your 
customers can benefit from our UL 486 F and US-
CSA certifications.

UNIC-G and UNIC-GS are now available with a five-
fold feeder, which allows even more efficient wire 
processing.

V10AG000178
UNIC-G

+ 480 Euro, V10AG000087

+ fivefold change  

infeed
promotion price:

6,495 Euro
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Special offers
valid until 31/03/2021 Extendedbecause of thegreat sucess!



V10AL000196 (0,5 - 1,5 mm²)
V10AL000197 (1,5 - 2,5 mm²)

UNIC-L
V10AL000198 (0,5 - 1,5 mm²)
V10AL000199 (1,5 - 2,5 mm²)

UNIC-LS

UNIC-L/LS
for lose insulated Z+F ferrules

Our UNIC-L/LS enables universal processing of 
wires end ferrules without changing tools and 
without adjusting the stripping blades for dif-
ferent cross-sections. Even multi-norm ferrules 
with an enlarged plastic collar and different crim-
ping lengths (UNIC-LS) can be processed without 
changing tools.
  
In addition to high process reliability, all crimps con-
form to our UL 486 F and US-CSA certification. 

We offer you the UNIC-L and UNIC-LS in the 
cross-sections 0.5 – 1.5 mm² or 1.5 – 2.5 mm² 
as follows:

promotion price:
7,995 Euro

promotion price:
9,995 Euro

In addition to our special prices we can provide those machines with a shorter delivery time!

Use this difficult time to repair or service your machines, so that you are well prepared for the rebound.

We can now offer you the insulated and uninsulated ferrules in all colours, in the cross-section 
range to 50 mm², with UL 486F certification!NEW:
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ECM 04
for Z+F ferrules on reel

The ECM 04 is an electric stripper-crimper. This  
machine allows the universal and reliable proces-
sing of Z+F ferrules from 0.5 up to 2.5 mm² (AWG 
20 – 14). The handling of the ECM 04 is user-optimi-
zed compared to the ECM 03 and the blade chan-
ge is easier to handle now.

The change of the cross-sections and stripping 
length requires no tools. The machine can be 
equipped with a separate battery if requested.

promotional price:
4,650 Euro

V10EC000207

ECM 04

Special offers
valid until 31/03/2021 Extendedbecause of thegreat sucess!


